
ArtistView 6.9-1 Release Notes
##############################################################################
@RELEASE: 6.9-1

##############################################################################

@SUMMARY: This is a maintenance release of 6.9, and includes a number of fixes
and improvements to 6.9-0. Recommended upgrade for all 6.9 customers.

##############################################################################

 

==== CL 17680 ====
@FIX: Qube in-app window is blank in VRED 2017.2, vrCameraEditor VRED module renamed in 2017.2 to vrCamera

==== CL 17447 ====
@FIX: qubeSubmission.exe ignoring --supervisor override

==== CL 17436 ====
@FIX: Corrected several issues affecting the Katana in app submission UI

Added compatibility for Windows
Fixed bug where 'katana_frames' was not being included in the job package as the submitType
Fixed bug where environment variables were not being passed to the job submission
Fixed bug where the Katana Tab would not populate with data if opened after the scene was loaded
Fixed minor display issue in Fingertab CSS
Fixed minor formatting issues in user messages
Applied Qube CSS theme to Environment Variables table for consistency

==== CL 17434 ====
@FIX: Add submitType to Katana_frontEnd.p, Added OS selection to katana_jobtype.py

==== CL 17378 ====
@NEW: add support for Cinema 4D's Take system to ArtistView
@FIX: C4D executable path not filled in when launched from in-app, even though version is set properly

==== CL 17355 ====
Fixed bug where AV would not save defaults for values with single quotes.
Fixed bug where AV would not save job environment variables

==== CL 17348 ====
Fixed bug where setting the job limit to 0 in AV preferences would display 0 jobs, rather than all jobs

==== CL 17212 ====
@FIX: use of --silent results in a job never being submitted; values from submission dict/pickle/json are never applied
@FIX: use of --list or --fields results in: UnboundLocalError: local variable 'approot' referenced before assignment
@FIX: use of invalid argument such as --nogui (no such argument is supported) fails to result in an error message, nothing at all happens

==== CL 17193 ====
@NEW: add job validation options to ArtistView, both as command-line options and as GUI pref; GUI pref is mutually exclusive with direct SQL
access
@NEW:--job-validate" command-line argument, verifies all jobs before startup, then exits. Does not start the application
@CHANGE: logging uses a more legible date format 
@FIX: disabing direct SQL access does not disable "server-side" searches; results in "TypeError: jobinfo() got an unexpected keyword argument
'updatedAfter'" exception being raised

==== CL 17116 ====

make supervisor override settings have a drop down.

==== CL 17113 ====

supervisor override as a drop down

==== CL 17109 ====

fix issue with omithosts and omitgroups

==== CL 17074 ====

"Prefs->supervisor override" wouldnt take the empty string to set supervisor

JIRA: QUBE-2068



==== CL 17073 ====
@FIX: error in the caching code path, affecting thumbnail caching
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